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About This Game

NO ENGINEERING, ALL PROCRASTINATION!

SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE is a brand-new solitaire variant originally developed for SHENZHEN I/O, and is now available as a
standalone game! It's simple but challenging, and oddly addictive.

 A brand-new solitaire variant inspired by Mahjong and FreeCell!

 Simple to learn, but persistently challenging!

 Over 98% of deals are solvable!
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 Win 100 games and become immortal! (with a Steam Achievement)

NOTE: If you own SHENZHEN I/O, you don't need to purchase SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE! After solving a few puzzles in
SHENZHEN I/O, a link to a full version of SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE will be placed on your in-game desktop for you to play.
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I knew this game would have kickass awesome music because Drozerix made it!

If you liked Super Hexagon or Celeste because of their music, you MUST BUY THIS GAME!

And support Drozerix on Bandcamp!

Ah, by the way, the game's mechanics are totally fine, I enjoyed playing it to the end. There are versatile mechanics and stuff,
good platformer. Many bosses and stuff.

I do admit I beat normal mode in 3 hours, but that's reasonable for 0.79 EUR, don't you think?

-----

Can I buy the OST on Bandcamp?. A beautiful little game for inbetween, which can draw you in for hours if you let it. There is
a Flash version of it, but its just a 'lite' version with less floors and features overall. The gameplay is rather simple but still alot
of fun, and it has a decent replayability value. The graphics are typical oldschool RPG-style and fit the game well.

For the low price its a VERY good choice to pick up, besides the amazing music by Grant frikken Kirkhope!. 99% really good..
I just wish there was an easy way of making an RPG like DIablo skills going livid not having to go inside a battle!. i paid a dollar
for this game on a third party site, and can honestly say i got my money's worth.
if i had paid a cent more i'd be pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off.
the fact people pay full price for this hurts my soul.

don't get me wrong, it REALLY is a fun game, but... the amount of content, well... i have played mobile games i got for free
with more content and a more put together story line.
it's a great time killer seeing the entire point of the game is to senselessly grind the same monsters over, and over, and over again
until you eventually die, only to wash, rinse and repeat.

long story short, unless you have a scrooge mc'duckian pool filled with gold coins, you'd be a complete fool to buy this game for
full price.. Laraan huh more like La-run as in the other direction and don't look back save your coins for something better!
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Amazing strategy game. Graphics are still good. I seen everyone is complaining about lag and its funny to see that and they
always blame it on the game. It runs perfectly fine on my system. No lag at all. Controls are really easy. Will definitely make
you think. Amazing job to the game developers.. Time Bought:  shortly after release
Money Spent:  even trade for Sniper Elite Nazi Zombie Army 2
Worth The Price?:  No
Position In Game At Time Of Review:  dabbled with it for an hour

PlayClaw gives you many more options compared to the FRAPS that I used to use before, and it was super easy to set up the
configurations that I wanted as well. Before then, I was using the paid version of FRAPS 3.5.8 with both set at 1680x1050
resolution. Also like FRAPS though, it takes ALOT of hard drive space for the recordings (10min = 18Gbs). The wecam
feature and system stats make it better than my FRAPS but I'm going to stay with my OBS/Twitch so I can record long sessions
of gameplay and not use up all the space on my hard drive, which better fits my wants and needs.. Nice, medium-length, escape-
the-room puzzle solving type game. It might’ve been the graphics, or the sound effects, but I had a sense of dread and urgency
the whole time, which was cool to feel. I enjoy the time-traveling mechanic, where you need to toggle between two decades in
order to complete the task at hand. Very unique! Worth a few bucks if you’re into puzzles. Thumbs: UP!. I want to love this
game. I play blades in the dark table top and this game reminds me of it in all the right ways.

Unfortunately no clear goals or "here's how you could play this game" on what is I'm assumeing is the tutorial story mission
killed it.

Trying to rescue my guy from being captured on my second try at the first mission ended with me clicking on the portraits on
the left side trying to fight his captor and just calling someone else over to watch their friend go to jail.

Guards magically know you're in houses some how and where you've went. Other guards know what other guards know so there
is no running past one before his friend tells him about you. The guards just roll around the houses making a new player put up
with that with no clear idea on how to actually play the game, that isn't going to get me to play your game.

However, The art is fantastic, and I like the idea so much that while I am refunding this right now I'm going to keep it on my
wishlist so I can watch to see if it gets some updates. But as of right now as other have pointed out the horrible controls alone
make this unplayable, couple that with no clear idea on how to play it successfully explained to you in game makes this a big
pass on my recommendation to you.

To the developmer, please address these issues I want to play this game.

Edit: after playing a bit more before the refund happened I was able to get past the first mission with out losing some ppl. This
however only revealed more problems, even though I did start to feel as though I was getting over the control issues. The next
few missions were I guess "assassination" missions. I use quotes because you're not given specific targets to kill you just need to
kill x amount of guards and out of the 5 story missions I played 2 used this this as the win condition, and it's freaking weird.
Why do I need to just kill random guards?

Another problem was that the story missions give you no idea if it's just going to be a "heist" where you go in and rob stuff, or if
you're going to send your 3 or 4 (sometimes specific) thieves to stand on a mission for 3 days just to get a story box. There
should be some kind of indicator what you should be ready for so you can coordinate more of your crew to be productive.

The music is horrible and at low levels all you hear is this obnoxious knocking noise to where you'd rather just turn it off.

I also wonder if you can sell enough stuff to maintain your guild very easy. The missions I went on I stole 8 items that all had a
very low value but had already spent well over half my coin (at the easiest level I think 800gp out of 1,500gp) getting what little
valueables I had amd they were maybe worth 75gp total MAYBE probably closer to 45gp.

I really fear that the 1 and a half hours I've seen of this game is most of what you'd be getting for the entire thing and there is
just not enough there to even begin to over look the problems.. Very lackluster. Dead servers, no tutorial, no real notifications to
help you along. Oh, and zero voice acting.
EA is one thing, this is just awful.. Love at first sight. I saw one of these beauties at the IRM (Illinois Railway Museum, Union,
IL) sitting there. Sadly people added graffiti by using their hands on the dust. It was sad to see the messages on it. xD
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